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Recently, it has been claimed that full-information multiple equilibria in games with
strategic complementarities are not robust, because generalizing to allow slightly heterogeneous
information implies uniqueness.  This paper argues that this "global games" uniqueness result is
itself not robust.  If we generalize by allowing most agents to observe a few previous actions
before choosing, instead of forcing players to move exactly simultaneously, then multiplicity of
outcomes is restored.  Only a small sample of observations is needed to make our herding
equilibrium behave like a full-information sunspot equilibrium instead of a global games
equilibrium.
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T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  weightSTC=0.3





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  weightSTC=0.5





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  weightSTC=0.7





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  weightSTC=0.9
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T mappings: Z by steps of 0.02. weightSTC=0.6


























T mappings: Z by steps of 0.02. weightSTC=0.3
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T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  precision=0.03





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  precision=0.1





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  precision=0.3





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  precision=1





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  precision=3





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  precision=10
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T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  N=2





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  N=5





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  N=10





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  N=20





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  N=40





















T mapping: Z=0 dash, Z=1 solid.  N=80
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CDF over Si, i=300; N = 80
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